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Abstract: Based on a modified Morris–Lecar neural model, the synchronization modes8

transitions between two coupled neurons or starcoupled neural network connected by weak9

electrical and chemical coupling are respectively investigated. For the two coupled neurons, by10

increasing the calcium conductivity, it is found that the period2 synchronization of action11

potential of neurons is transformed to desynchronization first, and then to period312

synchronization. By increasing the potassium conductivity, however, the synchronization mode13

transition is a reversal direction process as mentioned above. The bifurcation analysis of14

interspike interval shows that the synchronization modes transition is induced by the chaos. The15

stronger the coupling strength is, the smaller the period2 synchronization region in the16

parameters plane is, while the larger the period3 synchronization region will be. For the17

starcoupled neural network, in the presence of weak electrical coupling, it can exhibit the18

complete synchronization, desynchronization, and drum head mode states under different19

parameter values, respectively. In the presence of chemical synapse, however, the completely20

synchronized state can not be observed in the starcoupled neural network. Our results might21

provide novel insights into synchronization modes transition and related biological experiments.22
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1. Introduction33

In recent decades, studying the nervous system through neuronal mathematical models has34

become a very common and effective method. Morris–Lecar (ML) neuron model [1] is one of35

the simplified versions of the classic HodgkinHuxley (HH) model [23]. The ML model can36

behave like a real neuron by adjusting different system parameters. However, due to the lack of a37

slow variable, the original twodimensional ML model cannot generate bursting behavior. In38

order to investigate several kinds of bursting in the ML model, a feedback current which can be39

treated as a slow variable is introduced by many researchers [48]. Also, there are other40

reasonable ways to introduce slow variables. For example, Hu et al. proposed a modified ML41

model in which the magnetic flux is introduced to be a slow variable [9]. In addition, a complete42

electronic circuit of the 2D ML neuron model has been established and discussed [10], which43

provides a novel way to study ML neuron dynamics.44

Neuronal activity is related to the transport of sodium and potassium ions across the45

membrane. Factors such as temperature changes and ion channel blocks have essential influences46

on neuronal activity. As for a real neuron, with the temperature increasing, it is found that the47

firing frequency is higher, while the amplitude becomes lower [11], which is consistent with the48

conclusions drawn in numerical simulation of the HH model [12]. It is also reported that a49

higher temperature makes it difficult for a neuron to transmit information along the entire axon50

[13]. The function of potassium and sodium ion channel can be affected by some toxins.51

Experimental investigations have shown that the number of operating potassium and sodium ion52

channel is reduced by tetraethylammonium (TEA) and tetrodotoxin (TTX), respectively [14, 15].53

The effect of ion channel blocks is that the number of opened channels or maximum ion54

conductivity is reduced [1620]. In terms of neural discharging, the firing activity is enhanced55

under the potassium ion channel block, while the firing activity is suppressed when the sodium56

ion channel is blocked [21].57

In the real nervous system, there are two types of couplings between two neurons, the58

electrical synapse [2224] and the chemical synapse coupling [25, 26]. For coupling topologies of59

nonlinear systems, such as nearest coupling, global coupling, nonlocal coupling, were widely60

investigated [2731]. In addition, biological experiments and numerical simulations have shown61

that synchronization is the most common behavior in the nervous system [3235]. It is found that62

chaos break can be regarded as a precursor of neural synchronization in HindmarshRose neuron63

under electromagnetic induction [36]. Pal et al. investigated energy consumption of two64
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synchronous coupling HH neuron, and it reported that blockage of ion channels also affects65

neuronal synchronization [37].66

Noise is a manifestation of randomness and fluctuations for a nonlinear system. It is67

interesting to notice that synchronization can be triggered by different kinds of noise. Wang et al.68

found that a relatively stronger Gaussian white noise can enhance complete synchronization69

between two ML neurons [38]. Similarly, an appropriate intensity of bounded noise can induce70

complete synchronization between two weak coupled FitzHughNagumo (FHN) neurons [39]. It71

also reported that multiplicative noise enhances synchronization between two thermosensitive72

FHN neurons, but coupling can damage it [40]. The synchronization is widely studied not only in73

two neuron coupling systems but also in some complex neural networks. For example, Budzinski74

et al. studied the synchronization of identical thermally sensitive HodgkinHuxley neurons in a75

smallworld network, and it found that continue to increase temperature, the synchronization76

degree becomes worse at first, then it becomes better [41]. In addition, an interesting topology77

named starcoupled system was proposed by Pecora and Carroll [4244]. Pecora reported an78

interesting desynchronization state named drum head mode (DHM), which indicates all spokes79

are synchronized, but the dynamics of the hub are different with spokes. Usha et al. established80

starcoupled system with HindmarshRose (HR) neuron model, and it reported that the DHM81

state could be found in the unidirectional and bidirectional coupling [45, 46].82

Although there are some works on the dynamic changes caused by adjusting different ion83

conductivity, while the effect of adjusting ion conductivity on synchronization modes transition84

has seldom been studied up to now. As for the starcoupled system, the DHM state has never85

been observed in weak electrical coupling neurons up to now. Also, investigating the influence of86

the total number of starcoupled units is still meaningful.87

In this paper, a modified ML neuron model is introduced to study the synchronization88

modes transition. Section 2 gives a brief introduction of the improved ML neuron model and89

electrical and chemical coupling. Next, we discuss synchronization modes transition in two90

coupled neurons and starcoupled ML neural network with weak electric or chemical coupling91

in section 3. Section 4 concludes this study.92

93

2. Model94

In order to make the traditional ML neuron model exhibit bursting behavior, Hu et al.95

proposed a modified ML model with a slow variable [9]. This modified ML model is described96

as follows:97
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100

where V and W represent membrane potential and recovery variable. φ represents magnetic flux101

which is regarded as a slow variable. The parameters VCa, VK, and Vl are reversal potential of102

calcium, potassium, and leak ion. gCa, gK, and gl are maximal conductivity of calcium, potassium,103

and leak ion, respectively. The term k1(α+βφ2)V presents the feedback current caused by magnetic104

flux changes, and k1 represents the feedback gain. k2 defines the interplay between magnetic flux105

and membrane potential. The term k3φext describes a constant leakage magnetic flux. M∞ and W∞106

describe the steady values of gating variables of calcium and potassium ion, λ∞ is the relaxation107

time. Va ,Vb ,Vc and Vd are system parameters.108

In order to investigate the synchronization modes transition, two coupling ML neuron is109

described as follows:110
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where g(e/c) is the coupling intensity of electrical or chemical coupling. δ(V1,V2) defines different112

types of coupling terms. In this work, The electrical coupling is described as:113
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The chemical coupling is described as follows:115
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where Vs is reversal potential. In this paper, only excitatory synapse is adopted, which requires the117

value of Vs should be larger than the maximal value of the membrane potential. λ and θ represent118

the ratio parameter and threshold of chemical coupling, respectively.119

To quantitatively determine the degree of synchronization between neurons, a statistic index120

named similar function is introduced. It is given by121
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where <·> represents average value over time. Based on previous work [38], a relatively smaller S123

means better synchronization between two neurons. The value S = 0 means that the coupled124

system is completely synchronized.125

126

3. Results and discussions127

128

We have used the Euler algorithm to analyze the dynamics of coupled ML neurons. The129

time step h is set as 0.001. Here, gCa, gk, and g(e/c) are regarded as control parameters. The130

remaining system parameter are selected as: VCa = 1, Vl = －0.5, VK = －0.7, Va = －0.01, Vb =131

0.15, Vc = 0.1, Vd = 0.05, α = 0.1 , β = －0.09, φext = 0.2, k1 = 1.0, k2 = 0.15, k3 = 0.15, Vs = 0.4, λ132

= 30, and θ = 0.1.133

134

3.1 The effect of changing ion conductivity on dynamics of a single ML neuron.135

136

Before studying synchronization modes transition between neurons, we first discuss the137

effect of changing different ion conductivity on a single neuron. In the absence of coupling, the138

firing activity of a single ML neuron exhibits variable dynamical behaviors by adjusting gCa and139

gk. The bifurcation diagram of interspike interval (ISI) and maximum / minimum of membrane140

potential (Vmax / Vmin) is shown in Fig. 1. With the gCa increasing, the periodadding phenomenon141

is observed, and the firing state is transformed from spiking state to bursting state. As gCa142

increases, Vmax is monotonously enhanced, and Vmin is reduced. Conversely, the phenomenon of143
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periodreducing is obtained as gk increases. It shows that the firing state is transformed from144

bursting to spiking state, and Vmax is decreased with gk decreasing. One can easily find that145

increasing gCa has opposite effects on neural dynamic to increasing gk.146

147

Fig. 1 The bifurcation diagram of interspike interval (ISI) and maximum and minimum148

value of membrane potential (Vmax / Vmin) versus maximal conductivity of calcium gCa and149

potassium gk. The fixed parameter: a1 a2 gk = 2.0. b1 b2 gCa = 1.2. The initial values of (V, W, φ )150

are (0.1, 0, 0.1).151

152

3.2 Weak electrical coupling for two ML neurons.153

154

In order to investigate the synchronization modes transition caused by adjusting gCa and gk,155

the coupling intensity ge is fixed at ge = 0.005. The time series of membrane potential is shown in156

Fig. 2. Even if the coupling is very weak, the complete synchronization of two M-L neurons can157

be observed clearly. In Figs. 2a1a4, with calcium conductivity gCa increasing, the successive158

synchronization modes transition is realized. it is found that synchronization mode is transformed159

from period2 synchronization (gCa = 1.25) to period3 desynchronization (gCa = 1.305), then to160

phase lock desynchronization (gCa = 1.33), and finally to period3 synchronization (gCa = 1.4). On161

the contrary, with increases in gk, synchronization mode is changed from period3162

synchronization (gk = 1.33) to phase lock desynchronization (gk = 1.83), then to period3163
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desynchronization (gk = 1.85), finally to period2 synchronization (gk = 2.0). In terms of164

synchronization modes transition, it is interesting to notice that increasing gCa also has opposite165

effects of increasing gk.166

167

168

Fig. 2 Different synchronization modes transition of two ML neurons with different value169

of gCa (left column) and gk (right column). The electrical coupling intensity ge = 0.005. a1a4 gCa170

= 1.25, 1.305, 1.33, 1.40, gk = 2.0. b1b4 gk = 1.75, 1.83,1.85, 2.0, gCa = 1.2.171

172

Fig. 3 Similar function S (red) and bifurcation diagram (black) of the first neuron associate173

with gCa and gk respectively.b and d are enlargements of a and c. The electrical coupling intensity174

ge = 0.005. a b gk = 2.0; c d gCa = 1.2.175
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176

Next, we’ll show chaos caused by adjusting gCa or gk can greatly influence the177

synchronization of two ML neurons. Fig. 3 provides similar function S of two neurons and the178

interspike interval (ISI) of V1 in a picture. It should be mentioned that the ISI of the two neurons179

are very similar. In Figs. 3a and 3b, one can clearly see that synchronization disappeared at about180

gCa = 1.29. In addition, from the view of the ISI, the firing state of the first neuron is also181

transformed from period2 bursting to chaotic state at gCa = 1.29. At gCa = 1.29, the transition of182

bursting to chaotic state is the reason for the disappearance of synchronization.183

When gCa is greater than 1.31, the chaotic is transformed to period2 bursting state. When184

gCa = 1.32, even the chaotic state disappears, synchronization does not occur. Further increasing185

gCa to approximately 1.344, a very narrow chaotic region emerges, and the synchronization of the186

two neurons is suddenly getting better (Fig. 3b). If gCa keeps increasing, the value of S slowly187

decreases to 0. From Figs. 3b and d, the effect of increasing gk on firing states and188

synchronization modes transition is investigated. When gk is increased to 1.797 (before chaotic189

state), the synchronization has been destroyed at first. After the chaotic region, period3 bursting190

can be observed, but synchronization does not show up. As gk further increases, a relatively wider191

chaotic region appeared at gk = 1.84, and the value of S began to reduce. When gk is over 1.86, the192

chaotic is changed to period2 bursting state, and S is dropping rapidly to 0. In short, we conclude193

that chaos is the reason for the establishment and breaking of the synchronization.194

195

Fig. 4 Similar function S in parameter plane of the electrical coupling intensity ge and gCa (or196

gk). The fixed parameter: a gk = 2.0; b gCa = 1.2.197

198

Similar function S associates with electrical coupling strength ge and two conductivity (gCa or199

gk) is depicted in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4a, as ge increases, the period2 synchronization region200
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becomses smaller, and the critical value of gCa at synchronization modes transition decreases,201

which indicates the period2 synchronization region is shrunk in the parameter plane. A similar202

conclusion can be drawn in Fig. 4b.203

204

3.3 Weak excitatory chemical coupling for two ML neurons.205

206

In this part, we will prove that a conclusion similar to weak electrical coupling can be found207

in two identical M-L neurons connected by excitatory chemical coupling. Here, the initial values208

of (V1(0), W1(0), φ1(0), V2(0), W2(0), φ2(0)) are (0.1, 0, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.1).209

210

211

Fig. 5 Different synchronization modes transition of two ML neurons with different value212

of gCa (left column) and gk (right column).. a1a4 gCa = 1.25, 1.309, 1.35, 1.40, gk = 2.0. b1b4 gk213

= 1.75, 1.80, 1.843, 2.0, gCa = 1.2.214

215

The time series of membrane potential is drawn in Fig. 5. We choose the coupling intensity216

gc = 0.005. The initial transients completely vanished after t = 1000, and the system behavior217

seems to be stable. As shown in Figs. 5a1a4, with increase in calcium conductivity gCa, the218

synchronization modes undergo a successive transitions, i.e., period2 synchronization (gCa =219

1.25) → desynchronization (gCa = 1.309) → period3 phase lock (gCa = 1.35) → period3220

synchronization. The process of synchronization modes transition by increasing gk is completely221

opposite to increasing gCa.222

223
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224

Fig. 6 Similar function S (red) and bifurcation diagram (black) of the first neuron versus gCa225

and gk, respectively. b and d are enlargements of a and c. The chemical coupling intensity gc =226

0.005. a b gk = 2.0; c d gCa = 1.2.227

228

The Similar function S and interspike interval (ISI) of the first neuron is provided in Fig. 6.229

If gCa is less than 1.31, the two neurons are completely synchronized. However, when gCa = 1.31,230

the firing state of the first neuron is transformed to chaotic state, and the synchronization231

disappears. Although the chaos region vanishes at gCa = 1.312, there is no complete232

synchronization before the next chaotic region arrives. From Fig. 6b, When gCa is greater than233

1.355, S starts to decrease gradually. At gCa = 1.37, S decreases to 0, and perfect synchronization234

is formed. We also studied the influence of adjusting gk on synchronization modes transition (Figs.235

6c and d). It found that increasing gk almost has the opposite effect as increasing gCa.236

237

238
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Fig. 7 Similar function S in parameter plane of the chemical coupling intensity gc and gCa (or239

gk). The fixed parameter: a gk = 2.0; b gCa = 1.2.240

241

Similar function S versus parameter plane in (gc, gCa) and (gc, gk) is depicted in Fig. 7. In242

Figs. 7a and b, it is found that as gc increases, the period2 synchronization region shrinks, but243

the period3 synchronization region expands in the parameter plane. In short, whether it is weak244

electrical or chemical coupling, adjusting gCa (or gk) exerts similar effect on synchronization245

modes transformation.246

247

3.4 Weak electrical coupling for starcoupled neural network.248

249

In this section, synchronization modes transition is discussed in the starcoupled system.250

The starcoupled ML neural network can be described as follows:251
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(6)252

where N is the total number of neurons, i, j =1, 2, ..., N. C(i, j) represents the N×N connectivity253

matrix. If the ith neuron receives synaptic effect from jth neuron, C(i, j) = 1; otherwise C(i, j) = 0.254

255

256

Fig. 8 Topological structure of starcoupled neural network. The 1st to N1th units named257

nodes are arranged on the spokes of star, and the Nth unit is regarded as the hub.258

259
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First, it is necessary to introduce the structure and characteristics of the starcoupled system.260

The topological structure is illustrated in Fig. 8. The 1st to N1th and Nth units are named nodes261

and hub, respectively. All the nodes are connected with the hub bidirectionally, and there is no262

interaction between any two nodes. Next, system parameters for all the units are complete the263

same except the initial values. In the starcoupled neural network, there are three different modes.264

The first one is the complete synchronization, which means both nodes and hub are synchronized.265

The second one is a special desynchronized mode named drum head mode (DHM) [4244], i.e.,266

all the nodes are synchronized, but the hub exhibits different behavior. The third is the267

desynchronized mode: not all nodes are synchronized.268

In order to distinguish the different modes of this system, we introduce two kinds of similar269

function. The first one is the average similar function of all starcoupled neurons Sall, which is270

represented by:271
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The second is the average similar function of all the nodes, which is represented by:273
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If Sall is very close to 0, the neurons in network are in the complete synchronized mode; If275

Snodes is very close to 0 while Sall is significantly greater than 0, it exhibits the DHM. Otherwise,276

the neurons in the network are in the desynchronized mode.277

278

279
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Fig. 9 The collective dynamics of starcoupled neural network with weak electrical coupling280

at t = 2000. The unit number is plotted along the Xaxis, and the corresponding time series of281

membrane potentials are plotted along the Yaxis. The red point represents the hub. Electrical282

coupling intensity ge = 0.001 a1a3, gk = 2.0, gCa = 1.3425, 1.343, 1.346; b1b3, gCa = 2.0, gk =283

1.796, 1.797, 1.799.284

285

In this section, the weak electrical coupling is used to connect starcoupled ML neurons.286

All system parameters are the same as above. We still regard gCa, gk, and ge as control parameters.287

The initial values of (Vi(0), Wi(0), φi(0)) are (0.01×i, 0, 0).288

The value of membrane potential of all units at t = 2000 is provided in Fig. 9. Coupling289

intensity and the number of neurons in starcoupled neurons are fixed: ge = 0.001 and N = 20,290

respectively. The 20th neuron is regarded as the hub. The initial transients completely died out at291

this moment, and starcoupled system appears to be stable. From left column, it is found that with292

gCa increasing, the starcoupled system shows complete synchronized mode (gCa = 1.3425), then293

desynchronization (gCa = 1.343), finally DHM (gCa = 1.346). As for increasing gk, the system goes294

through the opposite process. The system exhibits DHM at gk = 1.796, desynchronized mode at gk295

= 1.797, complete synchronization at gk = 1.799.296

297

298

Fig. 10 a b Bifurcation diagram (ISI) of the 1st neuron in electrical starcoupled network299

versus gCa and gk, respectively. c d Similar function of all neurons Sall and nodes Snodes versus gCa300

and gk, respectively. Fixed parameter: ge = 0.001 a c gk = 2.0; b d gCa = 1.2.301

302
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In this section, we’ll show synchronization modes transition of starcoupled neurons is303

caused by chaos (or bifurcation). It should be mentioned that bifurcation diagrams of all nodes are304

very similar. We provide bifurcation diagram (ISI) of the 1st neuron and two similar functions305

(Sall and Snodes) in Fig. 10. From Figs. 10a and c, when gCa is less than 1.3426, both Sall and Snodes306

are very close to 0. When gCa is slightly greater than 1.3427, the firing state is transformed to307

chaotic state, and complete synchronized mode disappears (Figs. 11a and c). Continue to increase308

gCa, the complete synchronization or DHM does not appear until gCa = 1.3436. If gCa is slightly309

greater than 1.3437, the firing state is transformed to period3 bursting, and DHM is observed.310

For the case of increasing gk (Figs. 10b and d), the starcoupled system exhibits the DHM311

when gk is less than 1.7966. When gk is slightly greater than 1.7967, period3 is turned to the312

period4 bursting, and the DHM is transformed to desynchronized state. As gk increases, there313

exists multiple DHM regions, which indicates that synchronization modes transition of the314

starcoupled system is more sensitive to changes in gk than gCa. If gk is slightly greater than315

1.7982, period3 is changed to period2 bursting, and the desynchronized mode is transformed to316

complete synchronization (Fig. 11).317

318

319

Fig. 11 Enlargement of Fig. 10. Here, we only show a branch of the bifurcation diagram (ISI).320

321

We have drawn the parameter plane of (ge, gCa) and (ge, gk) in Fig. 12. Here, complete322

synchronized, DHM, and desynchronized modes are represented by red, white and black,323

respectively. As electrical coupling intensity ge is increased, regions of the complete synchronized324

and DHM regions are expanded. Influence by adjusting the number of neurons N on this system is325
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also investigated. From the top column of Fig. 12, it is found that a starcoupled system with326

more neurons has a relatively smaller region of complete synchronization. Additionally,327

increasing N exerts little effect on the DHM region. A similar conclusion can be drawn from the328

bottom column of Fig. 12.329

330

331

Fig. 12 Parameter space. The black, red and white regions indicate desynchronized,332

completely synchronized and DHM states, respectively. The number of starcoupled neurons333

from left to right to is N = 20, 25, 30.a1a3 gk = 2.0; b1b3 gCa = 1.2.334

335

336

Fig. 13 The collective dynamics of starcoupled ML neurons with weak excitatory337

chemical coupling at t = 2000. The unit number is plotted along the Xaxis, and the338

corresponding time series of membrane potentials are plotted along the Yaxis. The red point339

represents the hub. Electrical coupling intensity gc = 0.0005. a1a3, gk = 2.0, gCa = 1.342, 1.343,340

1.344; b1b3, gCa = 2.0, gk = 1.796, 1.798, 1.80.341

342
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3.5 Weak excitable chemical coupling for starcoupled neural network.343

344

In this section, the starcoupled ML system is built by weak excitable chemical coupling.345

The initial values of (Vi(0), Wi(0), φi(0)) are still set as (0.01×i, 0, 0). The collective dynamics of346

all units at t =2000 is plotted in Fig. 13. We fixed coupling intensity gc = 0.0005 and total number347

N = 20. From the left column of Fig. 13, the starcoupled system undergoes transition between348

with gCa increasing, i.e., the DHM (gCa = 1.342) is changed to desynchronized mode (gCa = 1.343)349

then turn back to the DHM (gCa = 1.344). The right column shows the same process(Figs. 13b1,350

b2 and b3).351

352

353

354

Fig. 14 a b Bifurcation diagram (ISI) of the 1st neuron in weak excitatory chemical355

starcoupled network versus gCa and gk, respectively. c d Similar function of all neurons Sall and356

nodes Snodes versus gCa and gk respectively. Fixed parameter: gc = 0.0005, a c gk = 2.0; b d gCa =357

1.2.358

359

The bifurcation diagram (ISI) of the 1st neuron and two similar functions (Sall and Snodes) are360

drawn in Fig. 14. When gCa is less than 1.3428, the system exhibits the DHM. As gCa increases,361

the DHM disappears, and the firing state of 1st neuron is transformed to chaotic state. The DHM362

reappears at gCa = 1.3434, where chaotic state is changed to period3 bursting. The analogous363

phenomenon can be found in Figs. 14b and d.364

365
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366

Fig. 15 Parameter space. The black, white regions indicate desynchronized and DHM states,367

respectively. The number of starcoupled neurons from left to right column is N = 20, 22, 25.368

a1a3 gk = 2.0; b1b3 gCa = 1.2.369

370

The parameter plane of (gc, gCa) and (gc, gk) is plotted in Fig. 15. One can clearly observe371

that if gCa (or gk) is fixed, a higher value of gc makes the DHM region larger. However, with the372

number of nodes increasing, the DHM region is reduced significantly. The absence of the373

complete synchronization state in a weak chemical coupled system could be a consequence of the374

nonlinear feedback form of the coupling.375

376

4. Conclusion377

378

In this work, the relationship between chaos and synchronization modes transition with weak379

electrical and excitatory chemical coupling is investigated. The main conclusion of the two380

coupled neurons is as follows: If the electrical coupling intensity ge is fixed, increasing gCa makes381

the system undergo a successive transition: from period2 synchronization to desynchronization,382

and finally to period3 synchronization. The phenomenon of synchronization mode transition is383

caused by chaos. The desynchronized region is mainly sandwiched between two chaotic regions.384

An opposite phenomenon of increasing gCa can be observed by increasing gk. In addition, a385

relatively stronger electrical coupling makes the period2 synchronization region smaller but the386

period3 synchronization region larger in the parameter plane. For weak excitatory chemical387

coupling, the phenomenon and conclusions are very similar to those of electrical coupling.388
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For a starcoupled neural network with electrical synapse, it was found that: Continue to389

increase gCa, complete synchronization is changed to desynchronization, finally to the DHM. It is390

the first time that the DHM has been found in an starcoupled neural network with electrical391

synapse. These phenomena of synchronization modes transition are created by chaos (or392

bifurcation). An opposite modes transition of increasing gCa can be observed by increasing gk. A393

relatively stronger electrical coupling expands the region of complete synchronization and DHM,394

while the completely synchronized region shrinks as the number of nodes increases.395

For a starcoupled neural network with weak excitatory chemical synapse, it was found that:396

by increasing gCa, the DHM is changed to desynchronization, and finally to DHM. In this case, we397

failed to observe the complete synchronization. In addition, a relatively greater value of gC398

expands the parameter region of the DHM, but the DHM region shrinks as the number of nodes399

increases.400

We have investigated the synchronization mode transition with electrical and excitatory401

chemical coupling. To study the effects of inhibitory synapses on the abovementioned402

topologies is still meaningful. Also, both various noise and time delay of information transmission403

[47, 48] should also be introduced to further investigation.404
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